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STUDY PARTICIPANTS

*141 interviews conducted

199 Online/
Town Hall/Mail 

Surveys Completed

8 Town Hall 
Gatherings

73 interviews 
with Clergy*

68 interviews 
with Lay people*

of respondents are 
personally in favor of 
a campaign, including 
87% of personal 
interview participants.

of respondents will 
financially support a 
campaign, including 
96% of personal 
interview participants.

118 respondents 
indicated they will 

serve as leadership 
and assist with 

requests for gifts.

92 respondents would 
like to receive planned 

giving information; 
45 respondents have 

already included a 
parish, the diocese and/

or the foundation in 
their estate plans.

(over)

KEY STATISTICAL FINDINGS 

TOTAL
REPONSES



OVERALL OBSERVATIONS
•  Bishop Stephen J. Berg is well-respected by clergy and 
laity alike. He is often described as “most approachable” who 
will listen to and engage with Catholics in the diocese. 
•  Although a majority of respondents are in favor of a 
campaign, some expressed concern about timing of the effort 
in light of the pandemic and current economic challenges. 
A concerted effort should be made to educate the entire 
community about the timing of campaign appeals should the 

campaign move forward.
•  Greater transparency regarding the annual diocesan 

budget, the campaign initiatives, how the money will be used, 
differentiating the effort from other appeals and demonstrating 

how it will benefit parishes and parishioners will be critical in 
garnering diocesan-wide support. 

•  A regionalized case for support that emphasizes tangible and 
specific local parish benefits will be critical to the overall success of the 
campaign effort.
•  Greater outreach is desired to bring those back who have not returned 
since the pandemic. They are dearly missed.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
•  The clergy should be the first to hear the findings of the feasibility study. 

Bishop Berg should email the feasibility study summary sheet that will 
inform clergy of the study results. The email narrative should include the capital 

campaign plan. The clergy should also be the first to hear of any major decisions 
regarding the campaign goal or structure.

•  The diocese should finalize and distribute to clergy and laity a 
detailed explanation of the current Advancing Missionary Disciples 

(AMD) program.
•  The Steier Group recommends that all capital campaign 

communications be provided in both English and Spanish. 
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